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A theoretical analysis of radial wave thermoacoustic engines in cylindrical resonators is developed.
Impedance and pressure translation equations are presented for open sections of the resonator and
for heat exchangers. Coupled first-order differential equations are given for pressure and impedance
in the temperature gradient supporting engine section~stack!. These quantities are used to calculate
heat and work flows and to predict engine performance. Theory and design of a variable quality
factor resonator for enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy are presented. The short stack
approximation is developed for the radial geometry and is used along with plane-wave equations to
compare refrigerator performance for these two geometries. Results of the comparison are that
engines in the plane-wave geometry are better overall refrigerators when maximizing the coefficient
of performance and cooling capacity together. ©1996 Acoustical Society of America.

PACS numbers: 43.28.Fp, 43.35.Ud, 43.58.Bh

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Ares resonator area in cross section
a resonator radius
Cm coefficient of compromise
COP coefficient of performance
COPc Carnot coefficient of performance
c sound speed
cp isobaric heat capacity per unit mass
d thermoacoustic element length
F thermoviscous dissipation function
f 0 resonance frequency
Hn
(k) Hankel function of ordern and typek

h resonator axial length
Im imaginary part of
Jn Bessel function of ordern
k acoustic propagation constant
k0 adiabatic acoustics propagation constant
m COP/COPcpreference exponent
Npr Prandtl number
P0 ambient pressure
P1 acoustic pressure
Q quality factor of resonance

Q̇̄2 heat flow
R twice pore or resonator cross sectional area divided

by pore perimeter
r radial coordinate
r a , r b inner and outer radial stack radii:r b5r a1d

Ta , Tb radial stack ambient temperatures atr a , r b
T0 ambient temperature
T1 acoustic, i.e., excess temperature
T0r radial wave stack temperature gradient
T0z plane-wave stack temperature gradient
VG ambient volume of gas in the stack
ns standing-wave particle velocity

Ẇ̄2 work flow
Z specific acoustic impedance
Zbl boundary layer specific acoustic impedance
Zint intrinsic impedance
z axial coordinate
a function used in stack impedance equation
b coefficient of thermal expansion
g ratio, isobaric to isochoric specific heats
G Swift’s normalized temperature gradient
D f photoacoustic spectrometer bandwidth
dk thermal penetration depth
dn viscous penetration depth
e dummy variable
es Swift’s plate heat capacity ratio
f normalized stack location
h dynamic viscosity
k thermal conductivity
l shear wave number5&R/dn

lT thermal disturbance number5&R/dk

r0 ambient gas density
r1 acoustic gas density
t normalized stack temperature gradient

a!W. Patrick Arnott is an Adjunct Assistant Professor in the Department of
Physics, University of Mississippi.
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tmax maximum refrigerator stack normalized temperature
gradient

V stack or heat exchanger porosity
v radian frequency

vc complex eigenfrequency
js standing-wave particle displacement
z stack or heat exchanger thickness
* complex conjugation operator

INTRODUCTION

Thermoacoustic heat engines involve heat transfer be-
tween a solid and a fluid undergoing compression, expan-
sion, and displacement. A comprehensive review is
available1 as is a review of the foundation work for modern
thermoacoustics.2 Most previous work considered placing
thermoacoustic engines in plane-wave resonators. A frame-
work for analyzing and predicting the performance of en-
gines in radial wave resonators is given in this paper.

Swift1 briefly considered thermoacoustic engines in cy-
lindrical resonators with only the lowest radial mode active.
He developed the wave equation, discussed how to calculate
energy flux, and showed a possible conceptual arrangement
for a working engine. We advance upon Swift’s work by
establishing pressure and impedance translation equations
for all points within the resonator. These equations are useful
for computing acoustical quantities in open sections of the
resonator, in heat exchangers, and in the temperature-
gradient-supporting sections known as thermoacoustic en-
gines. These relations naturally connect the various sections
and give an explicit prescription for computing properties of
complicated resonators containing several engines. This de-
velopment parallels the previous analysis of engines in
plane-wave resonators.3

A conceptual design of a radial wave thermoacoustic
engine is shown in Fig. 1. A cylindrical resonator is filled
with a gas such as helium. The nominal pressure distribution
is a radial or breathing mode. Thermoacoustic engines may
be placed at either or both locations shown in Fig. 1 and are
made of material with low thermal conductivity to support a
temperature gradient. Since some of the first thermoacoustic
engines were produced by stacking parallel plates, thermo-
acoustic engines are also referred to as stacks. The thermo-
acoustic elements are between pressure nodes and antinodes
so that the product of acoustic pressure and particle velocity
is significant. It is this product that is important for thermo-
acoustic transport of heat up to the temperature gradient in
the refrigerator application or, in the sound source applica-
tion, for producing net acoustic power when the applied tem-
perature gradient is sufficiently large.1–4 Heat exchangers
made of material with high thermal conductivity are on both
sides of the engine and are used to transfer heat between
outside sources and sinks. Heat exchangers nearest the pres-
sure antinodes are at higher temperatures than heat exchang-
ers facing the pressure node. A full system would have many
of the annuli shown in Fig. 1. The annuli would be stacked
perpendicular to the plane of the figure with a spacing be-
tween adjacent annuli of about one to two thermal penetra-
tion depths in the gas. The system can be operated as a sound
source when high-temperature gradients are applied across
the engines, as refrigerators when driven by an external

acoustic source, or as a combination of both, just as with
plane-wave engines.1

Particle velocity and pressure distributions in empty
resonators are of course different for radial and plane-wave
modes. For gas parcels in a standing wave, displacement and
acoustic pressure are in phase which gives rise to a tempera-
ture gradient through the relation of pressure and tempera-
ture. The temperature increase during compression of a gas
parcel undergoing displacement in a standing wave is fol-
lowed by a temperature decrease during expansion half a
cycle later when the gas parcel is displaced in the opposite
direction. This standing-wave temperature gradient is useful
to compare with temperature gradients applied to or devel-
oped on the stack.1 For example in the inviscid limit where
the Prandtl numberNpr50, the stack will operate as a refrig-
erator when its developed temperature gradient is less than
the standing-wave gradient and as a prime mover when its
applied temperature gradient is larger than the standing-wave
gradient. The temperature gradients associated with standing
waves in empty plane and radial resonators are considered to
gain familiarity with some differences between plane- and
radial wave geometries. Swift1 refers to this as the critical
mean-temperature gradient,“Tcrit . The coordinate system
and possible stack locations for radial and plane engines are
shown schematically in Fig. 2~a! and ~b!. The critical tem-
perature gradients are

FIG. 1. Possible arrangements for a radial wave thermoacoustic engines.
Cold heat exchangers face the pressure nodes. The three regions used in
analysis are shown. Thez axis ~not shown! is perpendicular to the plane of
the paper. Distanced is shown as the cold heat exchanger length and is
generally used to represent the length of any thermoacoustic element.
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abT0r ,c
g21

523.832
J0~3.832r /a!

J1~3.832r /a!
, ~1a!

hbT0z,c
g21

52p
cos~pz/h!

sin~pz/h!
, ~1b!

whereT0r ,c andT0z,c are the critical mean-temperature gra-
dients associated with radial and plane waves, respectively.

Figure 3 shows the critical temperature gradients. In the
inviscid approximation, engines act as refrigerators when the
ambient temperature gradient on the stack is in the region
between the curves and zero temperature gradient line; oth-
erwise, engines are prime movers~sound sources!. For ex-
ample, radial and plane stacks atz/h5r /a50.8 and normal-
ized stack temperature gradients of 10 would be prime
movers, while radial and plane stacks atz/h5r /a50.2 and
normalized stack temperature gradients of21 would be re-
frigerators, in this approximation. The curves cross the zero
temperature gradient line at pressure nodes. The pressure
node for the radial case occurs atr /a'0.63. Some qualita-
tive conclusions are that radial refrigerators with stacks be-
tween 0,r /a,0.628 can achieve larger temperature gradi-
ents than plane-wave refrigerators, and that radial prime
movers with stacks between 0.628,r /a,1 will operate at

lower temperature gradients than either plane-wave prime
movers or the radial prime mover near the center of the reso-
nator.

This paper is organized as follows. Section I and its
subsections contain the formal solution for the first-order
acoustic properties of pressure, specific acoustic impedance,
and the second-order enthalpy flow. Section I C is an appli-
cation of the general theory which serves the dual purpose of
teaching the calculation techniques and of demonstrating an
interesting dependence of resonance frequency on stack plate
spacing. The application has relevance to design of thermo-
acoustically enhanced photoacoustic spectrometers.5 The
short stack approximation similar to that given for plane
waves3 ~not limited by the additional boundary layer
approximation1! is presented in Sec. II, and is used in its
subsections to compare the performance of plane and radial
wave refrigerators.

I. RADIAL WAVE ANALYSIS

A system of equations is established for computing pres-
sure, specific acoustic impedance, and enthalpy flow at all
points. Enthalpy flow can be evaluated when pressure and
impedance are known, and is needed for estimation of the
engine efficiency and power. The analysis closely parallels
that given for plane-wave systems3 and for that reason the
treatment here is brief.

Figure 2~a! and~b! shows the coordinate system. Analy-
sis proceeds by breaking the engine up into the three types of
regions, shown schematically in Fig. 1, for the purpose of
isolating elements that can be evaluated by the same type of
equations and that have similar acoustic properties. Region 1
contains the resonator center where, by symmetry, a pressure
antinode and particle velocity node exist. Region 2 is the
thermoacoustic engine and will also interchangeably be re-
ferred to as the stack in this paper. The stack usually has a
radial temperature gradient. Region 3 is associated with reso-
nator and heat exchanger sections. Specific acoustic imped-
ance and pressure translation theorems are derived for ana-
lyzing wave propagation in region 3 thermoacoustic
elements. These equations are analogous to Rayleigh’s im-
pedance translation theorem for plane waves.3,6Analyses for
electromagnetic waves in radially symmetric layered media,7

and of radial acoustic waves in ducts with finite impedance
walls,8 have features similar to the approach taken here in the
analysis of regions 1 and 3.

The basic set of equations used by Rott2 for analyzing
plane-wave engines can be altered for use in analyzing radial
wave engines.1 The radian frequencyv is used with the
exp(2 ivt) convention. Density is generally given byr,
pressure byP, radial and longitudinal particle velocity byn
andnz , and temperature byT. Subscripts zero and one cor-
respond to ambient and first-order~acoustic! quantities, re-
spectively. All components of particle velocity and the ex-
cess temperatureT1 are taken to be zero at the fluid–solid
boundary. The excess temperature boundary condition is ap-
propriate when the product of stack density, heat capacity per
unit mass, and thermal conductivity is much greater than the
same product for the working fluid, and when the stack plate
thickness is much greater than the thermal penetration depth

FIG. 2. Coordinate system and stack locations~e.g., radial inner, etc.! for ~a!
radial and~b! plane-wave resonators. Resonator height ish and radius isa.
Particle velocity is in ther direction in ~a! and is in thez direction in ~b!.

FIG. 3. Dimensionless critical temperature gradient for plane~dashed line!
and radial wave engines~full line!.
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in the solid material of the stack.1 Both criteria for using the
zero excess temperature boundary condition are usually sat-
isfied in practice when the working fluid is a gas at moderate
pressure. This boundary condition is thees→0 limit of the
equations in Ref. 1.

A. Specific acoustic impedance and pressure
translation theorems, and enthalpy flow

Counterpropagating radial waves having different com-
plex amplitudes may be superimposed to describe wave
propagation in open resonator and heat exchanger sections.
Boundary conditions at interfaces are continuity of acoustic
pressure and continuity of specific acoustic impedance.
However, in the stack sections where the ambient tempera-
ture depends on position, coupled first-order differential
equations are used to determine acoustic pressure, specific
acoustic impedance, and in some instances the ambient tem-
perature.

Denote byZ(r ) the specific acoustic impedance at posi-
tion r , whereZ(r ) is the acoustic pressure divided by the
radial particle velocity. The intrinsic or characteristic imped-
ance of a section of resonator, heat exchanger, or stack is
given by

Zint5
r0v

VF~l!k
, ~2!

whereV5R/(z1R) is the porosity,R is the plate spacing,
andz is plate thickness. The thermoviscous dissipation func-
tion, F(e), for the parallel-plate geometry is1,3,9

F~e!512
2

eA2 i
tanhS eA2 i

2 D . ~3!

The dummy variablee5lT when thermal dissipation is con-
sidered, ande5l for viscous dissipation. Other parameters
are the Prandtl numberNpr5hcp/k, l5(r0v/h)

1/2R, and
lT5lNpr

1/2. The quantityR is the spacing between heat ex-
changer annuli, or the distance between the top and bottom
plates@h in Fig. 2~a!# for open sections of the resonator. The
acoustic propagation constantk is given by

k25
v2

c2
g2~g21!F~lT!

F~l!
, ~4!

wherec is the adiabatic sound speed.
Determined first are the acoustic pressure and specific

acoustic impedance in the resonator and heat exchanger sec-
tions shown as region 3 in Fig. 1. These quantities at position
r2d can be determined through use of pressure and imped-
ance translation equations which use given values of these
quantities at positionr . Using a procedure similar to that
outlined in Ref. 3, the translation equation for pressure is

P1~r2d!5P1~r !
pkri

4 SH1
~1!@kr#H0

~2!@k~r2d!#

2H1
~2!@kr#H0

~1!@k~r2d!#2 i
Zint
Z~r !

3„H0
~2!@kr#H0

~1!@k~r2d!#2H0
~1!@kr#

3H0
~2!@k~r2d!#…D . ~5!

The translation equation for specific acoustic impedance is

Z~r2d!5Zint$Z~r !„H1
~1!@kr#H0

~2!@k~r2d!#

2H1
~2!@kr#H0

~1!@k~r2d!#…2 iZ int„H0
~2!@kr#

3H0
~1!@k~r2d!#2H0

~1!@kr#H0
~2!@k~r2d!#…%/

$Zint„H1
~1!@k~r2d!#H0

~2!@kr#

2H1
~2!@k~r2d!#H0

~1!@kr#…2 iZ~r !„H1
~1!@k~r2d!#

3H1
~2!@kr#2H1

~2!@k~r2d!#H1
~1!@kr#…%. ~6!

Hankel functions Hm
( j )[x] of orderm, type j , and argumentx

are used in Eqs.~5! and ~6!. It can be shown using the as-
ymptotic expansion for Hankel functions withx@1,

Hn
~1!~x!'~2/px!1/2 exp@ i ~x2np/22p/4!#

and

Hn
~2!~x!'~2/px!1/2 exp@2 i ~x2np/22p/4!#,

that Eqs.~5! and ~6! reduce to the one-dimensional plane-
wave forms given by Eqs.~36! and ~37! in Ref. 3.

Specific acoustic impedance and acoustic pressure are
determined in the stack, region 2 in Fig. 1, as follows:

dZ~r !

dr
5 ik~r !Zint~r !S 12

Z~r !2

Zint~r !2D1S 2a~r !1
1

r DZ~r !

~7!

and

dP1~r !

dr
5 ik~r !Zint~r !

P1~r !

Z~r !
, ~8!

wherea(r ) is given by

a~r !5
bT0r
2

F~lT!/F~l!21

12Npr
. ~9!

The temperature gradient along the plate in the radial direc-
tion is given byT0r5]T0(r )/]r . All parameters such asa
andk are dependent onr since the ambient temperature gen-
erally depends onr in the stack. Except for the term involv-
ing 1/r in Eq. ~7!, Eqs. ~7! and ~8! are the same as their
plane-wave counterparts given by Eqs.~33! and ~35! in
Ref. 3.

The expressions for heat, work, and enthalpy flows for
the radial wave geometry are the same as the plane-wave
geometry equations.1 Expressions for heat, and work flows,
are given in terms of acoustic pressure and specific acoustic
impedance in Ref. 3. For the radial wave geometry, it is
important to note the dependence of enthalpy flow on the
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cross-sectional area of the resonator asAres(r )52prh. By
contrast, the plane-wave geometry hasAres5pa2.

B. Numerical implementation of the theory

Recent theoretical and experimental work has consid-
ered the effect of stack temperature gradient on the resonator
quality factor Q, and resonance frequencyf 0 .

4,10–13 The
quantity 1/Q is the dissipated acoustic power per radian fre-
quency per stored acoustic energy throughout the entire reso-
nator. Although acoustic power is normally absorbed through
the processes of heat conduction and viscous dissipation at
interfaces between solids and fluids, a stack with an appro-
priate temperature gradient can generate acoustic power.4,12

Resonance frequency is determined by thermoacoustic ele-
ment lengths and dispersion caused by narrow plate spacing.
BothQ and f 0 can be incorporated into a single quantity, the
complex eigenfrequencyvc52p f 02 ip f 0/Q, which de-
scribes the temporal response throughout the resonator of an
excited resonance att50, P1(t)/P1(0)5exp(2 ivct). The
complex eigenfrequency of a radial wave prime mover be-
low the onset of self-oscillation will be computed to illustrate
the appropriate technique for the radial geometry, and to
point out the dependence off 0 andQ on stack plate spacing.

When determining the quality factor or onset tempera-
ture for plane-wave systems, it is usually sufficient to con-
sider a constant temperature gradient in the stack.4,12 For the
radial geometry, however, because a constant amount of heat
is spread into an increasing area asr increases, the ambient
temperature gradient is given by

T0r~r !5T0z
d

r

1

ln~11d/r a!
, ~10!

whered5(r b2r a) is the stack length,r a andr b are the inner
and outer radius of the stack, andT0z5(Tb2Ta)/(r b2r a) is
the temperature gradient used for the plane geometry. Note
thatT0r(r )'T0z whend!r a as is the case in the short stack
approximation below, and whenr a→` which approximates
the plane geometry.

The complex eigenfrequency can be determined by nu-
merically searching for values off 0 andQ that give the same
result for the calculated impedance looking to the right at
some position, with that computed looking to the left.4 Con-
sider the resonator region 1 in Fig. 1. By symmetry, a particle
velocity node must occur at the resonator center, yielding an
expression for the acoustic pressure,

P1~r !5P1~0!J0~kr !, ~11!

and for the specific acoustic impedance,

Z~r !52 iZ int

J0~kr !

J1~kr !
. ~12!

Equations~11! and ~12! can be obtained by usingr→0, d
→ 2r and Z(0)→` in Eqs. ~5! and ~6!, respectively, so
region 1 in Fig. 1 can be regarded as a special case of region
3. The acoustic propagation constantk is from Eq. ~4!, and
the intrinsic or characteristic impedance is from Eq.~2! with
V51. Note that even thoughi5A21 occurs in Eq.~12!,
impedance is not purely imaginary because of the acoustic

propagation constantk. In other words,Z(r ) in region 1
must still reflect the fact that thermal and viscous dissipation
occurs at the resonator walls. DefineZ2 as the specific
acoustic impedance at the inside boundary of the heat ex-
changer that faces the resonator center, whereZ2 is com-
puted from Eq.~12! using the appropriate inner radius of this
heat exchanger. It is now necessary to substitutevc for v in
Eqs.~5!, ~6!, and Eq.~12! since the complex eigenfrequency
of the system is desired.

Here,Z2 is stored as the impedance looking toward the
resonator center from the inner radius of the heat exchanger.
EventuallyZ2 must be compared withZ1 , whereZ1 is the
impedance at the same location, but looking toward the reso-
nator wall. To computeZ1 , begin at the resonator wall
where impedance is much greater than the characteristic im-
pedancer0c, but is finite because thermal dissipation occurs
during the acoustic cycle as the gas undergoing compression
and expansion exchanges heat with the wall. The boundary
layer impedance, denoted byZbl , for the cylinder wall can be
shown to be14

Zbl52
r0c

2

g21
Ar0cp

ivk

J0@~11 i !a/dk#

J1@~11 i !a/dk#

'
r0c

2

g21
Air0cp

vk
, for a@dk . ~13!

In Eq. ~13! dk5A2k/r0vcp is the thermal boundary layer
thickness~i.e., the distance heat can diffuse during time 1/v!,
and the second approximate form is just the expression for
boundary layer impedance when the wall is flat.6,14 In ther-
moacoustics the second form ofZbl is applicable since
a@dk .

Having establishedZbl , impedance at the outer radius of
the outer heat exchanger is computed usingZbl and Eq.~6!.
This value of impedance is used again with Eq.~6! to com-
pute impedance at the outer radius of the stack~region 2 in
Fig. 1!, though this time withk andZint appropriate for the
heat exchanger and withd the heat exchanger length. Using
Eq. ~7! and the computed impedance at the outer stack bor-
der as the boundary condition, numerical integration of the
differential equation yields the impedance at the inner stack
border. Finally, Eq.~6! is used again to translate impedance
from the inner stack boundary to the inner boundary of the
inner heat exchanger. Denote this value of impedance asZ1 .
If it is found thatZ25Z1 , then the current choice ofvc is
the complex eigenfrequency; otherwise, the entire procedure
must be repeated with another trial value ofvc . Note that
both the real and imaginary parts of impedance must be
matched by adjusting both the real and imaginary parts of
vc , which is equivalent to adjustingf 0 andQ.

It should be noted that this procedure can be used to
computeQ,0 ~i.e., exponential increase rather than de-
crease of acoustic pressure in the resonator! that occurs for a
superheated prime mover for a short time afterQ spoiling
ceases.13 When a prime mover goes into onset, the resonator
has become unstable with respect to acoustic oscillations,
andQ→`. The eigenfrequency is real in this case and is
given simply byvc52p f 0 . Stability curves for the prime
mover4,11 can be computed by adjusting values off 0 andT0z
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until impedance is matched. Different resonator modes can
be studied by choosing appropriate starting values off 0 .

C. Design of a thermoacoustic enhanced
photoacoustic spectrometer

The example calculation for resonance frequency andQ
of a radial prime mover considers the outer stack location.
Specific dimensions will be used in describing the resonator,
heat exchangers, and stack. Resonator overall dimensions are
similar to those reported in photoacoustic spectroscopy mea-
surements made using empty resonators15,16 ~no thermo-
acoustic elements!. Refer to Fig. 4. A laser beam modulated
at the acoustic resonance frequency passes through the reso-
nator to couple energy into a particular resonator mode when
light is absorbed by aerosols and/or particular gaseous
species.15,16 The acoustic signal is proportional, among oth-
ers, to the laser power, to the absorption coefficient of the
gaseous species or aerosol~hence the connection with spec-
troscopy!, and to the resonatorQ. Thermoacoustics offers the
possibility of adjustingQ by controlling the temperature gra-
dient of the stack. ResonatorQ increases with the applied
temperature gradient when the hot end of the stack faces a
pressure antinode and decreases when the hot end faces a
pressure node. It can be shown that when the acoustic noise
in the resonator is Gaussian with a wide spectrum, and when
the bandwidth of the microphone detection electronics is
much greater than the resonator bandwidth, the signal-to-
noise ratio for the measurement scales asQ1/2. TheQ1/2 de-
pendence of the signal to noise ratio can be qualitatively
understood as follows: Signal and noise are both enhanced
by Q; however, the noise amplitude bandwidth is propor-
tional to (f 0/Q)

1/2. Hence it is desirable to perform photo-
acoustic spectroscopy with highQ resonators. A thermo-
acoustic enhanced resonator can be described as an analog
amplifier with adjustable gainQ for frequencyf 0 , with ad-
justable bandwidthD f5 f 0/Q, and with discrimination17 of
signal against acoustic broadband noise ofQ1/2.

Refer to Fig. 4. System dimensions are specified starting
at the resonator center. The inner portion of the resonator, the
ambient heat exchanger, and the inner radius of the stack all
are assumed to be at an ambient temperatureTa5293 K. The

quantity T0z in Eq. ~10! will be held at a constant value
T0z526.6 K/mm. The resonator heighth is taken as 5 cm.
The distance from resonator center to the ambient heat ex-
changer is 8.98 cm. The cold heat exchanger is 1.08 mm
long. Three stack lengths are considered:d53.28 mm, 0.8d,
and 1.2d. The quantityR denotes both the stack and heat
exchangers plate spacings, and will vary in the calculation.
The plates thus become thicker asR increases since the cal-
culation is for constant stack and heat exchanger porosity
V50.7. The hot heat exchanger is 1.15 mm long. The section
from the hot heat exchanger to the outer diameter of the
resonator is 9.98 mm long, and its temperature isTb5380.2
K for d53.28 mm, is Tb5362.8 K for 0.8d, and is
Tb5397.7 K for 1.2d. The working fluid is taken as dry air
with ambient pressureP05100 kPa. For comparative pur-
poses the resonance frequency andQ were computed for
both an empty resonator having diameter 21.06 cm, and for
the above thermoacoustic arrangement whenT0z5T0r(r )
50.

Figure 5~a! and ~b! shows the resonance frequency,f 0 ,
andQ as a function of stack and heat exchanger plate spac-
ing R. The empty resonator hasf 0'1984 Hz andQ'550.
The case of no stack temperature gradient and Fig. 5~a! will
be considered first. Starting at largestR, f 0 decreases asR
decreases because the phase velocity in stack and heat ex-
changers also decreases. Now asR→0, f 0 increases since
the attenuation of sound in the stack and heat exchangers is
quite severe, and the characteristic impedance of these ele-
ments→`. Hence the cold heat exchanger begins to ap-
proximate a nearly rigid termination andf 0 is approximately
determined using the distance from the resonator center to
the cold heat exchanger and the ambient sound speed. The
minimum f 0 occurs as a trade-off of these dependences onR.
In Fig. 5~b! Q increases withR for no temperature gradient
because the thermal and viscous boundary layers become
smaller in relation to the plate spacing so the attendant losses
decrease. Note thatQ also increases asR→0 because the
cold heat exchanger better approximates a rigid termination
in this limit.

A fundamentally different dependence forQ occurs
when the stack has a sufficiently large temperature gradient.
Q increases by as much as a factor of 2 over the empty
resonator value for a stack plate spacing ofR'0.21 mm. The
thermal disturbance number at the hot end corresponding to
this value ofR and the stack with length 1.2d is lT'3.81,
which givesR/dk'2.7. Gas within'1.35 dk of the stack
walls receives some acoustic power gain due to the tempera-
ture gradient in addition to the normal viscous and thermal
losses present with no temperature gradient.4 This result
again1–4 demonstrates that the important length scale for op-
timal thermoacoustic performance isdk . The stack is longest
for the thickest line in Fig. 5~a! and~b!, which produces the
greatest thermoacoustic gain~i.e., highestQ! since, as shown
in the short stack approximation below, acoustic power pro-
duction and dissipation in the stack are proportional to stack
length. AsR increases beyond the value for maximalQ, the
volume of gas receiving thermoacoustic gain decreases as
doesQ. ForR→0,Q decreases since the gas begins to take

FIG. 4. Conceptual design of a thermoacoustic enhanced photoacoustic
spectrometer.
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on the same temperature as the stack~thermoacoustic drive
ceases! and viscous losses increase.

The bending-up of the resonance frequency curves in
Fig. 5~a! for decreasinglT5&R/dk has previously been
observed experimentally for a stack in a plane-wave resona-
tor where the ambient gas pressure and hencedk was varied,
though no explanation of the effect was given.4 Note that the
frequency bends up for larger stack plate spacing as the hot
end temperature increases. This can be explained in part by
noting thatdk}~k/r0!

1/2 increases with increasing tempera-
ture. Hence as the hot end temperature increases,lT de-
creases and the resonance frequency can bend up for largerR

than when no stack temperature gradient is present.
Close examination of Fig. 5~a! and ~b! shows that the

peak inQ for a particular plate spacing occurs in the vicinity
of rapid variation of the resonance frequency. It is unfortu-
nate that the peak inQ does not correspond to the relative
minimum of resonance frequency. If it did, slight variations
in any of the parameters, such as ambient temperature and
pressure, would cause only small changes of the resonance
frequency. It should be noted that a similar dependence forQ
and resonance frequency were obtained for the plane-wave
geometry, and that this geometry can also be used to increase
theQ of these resonators for photoacoustic spectroscopy. It
also should be noted that in practice, theQ can be increased
reliably and controllably by at least a factor of 100 larger
than theQ on an empty resonator.17

II. COMPARISON OF RADIAL AND PLANE-WAVE
REFRIGERATORS USING THE SHORT STACK
APPROXIMATION

The short stack approximation1,3,4 is given and used to
compare some basic properties of radial and plane-wave en-
gines. Basic assumptions are discussed in Refs. 1, 3, and 4.
The stack temperature gradient is the constantT0r

(`) in the
short stack approximation@see the discussion below Eq.
~10!#.

Pressure, particle velocity, and particle displacement
amplitudes between the stack end and the resonator wall are
taken to be the standing-wave forms

P1~r !5P1~0!J0~k0r !, ~14a!

P1~z!5P1~0!cos~k0z!, ~14b!

ns~r !5
P1~0!

Vr0c
J1~k0r !, ~15a!

ns~z!5
P1~0!

Vr0c
sin~k0z!, ~15b!

js~f!5
ns~f!

v
, ~16!

where Eqs.~14a! and ~15a! @Eqs. ~14b! and ~15b!# refer to
the radial~plane! wave geometry. The acoustic propagation
constant in the empty tube isk05v0/c andv0 is the reso-
nance frequency,V is stack porosity, andf refers to either
phasek0r or k0z. Use of Eqs.~14!–~16! in Eq. ~50! of Ref. 3
yields

Q̇̄2~f!52
VAresP1~f!ns~f!

2
bT0

Im@F* ~lT!F* ~l!#

~11Npr!uF~l!u2

2
r0cpVAresns~f!

2

Im$F* ~lT!1NprF~l!%

~12Npr
2 !uF~l!u2

3js~f!T0f , ~17!

whereT0f5T0r andT0f5T0z are the constant temperature
gradient for radial and plane-wave geometry, respectively.
The first term in Eq.~17! is the time-averaged heat flow due
to compression of the gas and can be exploited to construct
acoustic refrigerators.1 This heat flows in the stack toward

FIG. 5. ~a! Resonance frequency and~b! quality factor of a radial wave
prime mover below the onset of oscillation, as a function of stack and heat
exchanger plate spacingR. The light, medium, and heavy weight curves
labeled in~a! as 0.8d, d53.28 mm, and 1.2d all are forT0z526.6 K/mm.
The medium weight curves in~a! and ~b! labeledd, T0r50, are for no
temperature gradient on the stack of lengthd, and the entire resonator at the
ambient temperature. The dashed lines are for a resonator with no stack or
heat exchangers.
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the nearest pressure antinode, and thus heat is transported
from the cold to the hot end of the stack. Gas displaced to a
region with different stack wall temperature results in heat
transfer given by the second term of Eq.~17!.1 This heat
always flows from the hot to cold end of the stack and is
independent ofb, the coefficient of thermal expansion. The
stack acts as a refrigerator when the magnitude of the first
term is larger than the magnitude of the second and the signs
of these two terms are different. The second term of Eq.~17!
thus reduces the cooling capacity of the refrigerator. For a
prime mover, the magnitude of the second term in Eq.~17! is
greater than the magnitude of the first term, so net heat is
transported from hot to cold.

The work done in the stack is computed by use of the
impedance translation theorem.3 Denote byVG5AresVd the
ambient volume of gas in the stack. The work flow to first
order ink0d can be shown to have the same form as for the
plane-wave geometry,3,4,18

Ẇ̄2~f!5v
VGP1

2~f!

2r0c
2 ~g21!Im F* ~lT!

1v
r0VGns

2~f!

2

Im F* ~l!

uF~l!u2

1
VGP1~f!ns~f!

2
bT0f

Im$F* ~lT!/F* ~l!%

12Npr
.

~18!

The first and second terms, always.0, are dissipation of
potential and kinetic energy per unit time due to thermal and
viscous effects. The third term is acoustic power produced or
absorbed by the stack due to the ambient temperature gradi-
ent, and makes possible use of a thermoacoustic engine as a
sound source. The stack will produce sound when the last
term has a sign different than the first two terms, and a mag-
nitude greater than the sum of these terms.

The resonator area at the stack isAres52prh
~Ares5pa2! for radial ~plane! wave geometry. Referring to
Eq. ~18!, potential energy dissipation is proportional to
$AresP1

2(f)%, kinetic energy dissipation is proportional to
$Aresns

2(f)%, while thermoacoustic gain is proportional to
$AresP1(f)ns(f)%. These quantities are shown in Fig. 6~a!
for plane and Fig. 6~b! for radial geometry. Note the high
symmetry in Fig. 6~a!, and lack thereof in Fig. 6~b! for the
radial geometry. Referring to Fig. 2~a! and ~b! and Fig. 6~a!
and~b!, one would like to place the stack at the locations of
maxima for thermoacoustic gain; however, KE loss~which is
usually more severe than PE loss! can be significantly re-
duced by placing the stack closer to pressure antinodes at the
price of a slightly smaller thermoacoustic gain. Gain and
losses→0 asr→0 for the radial geometry in Fig. 6~b! due to
the dependence onAres.

The assumptions necessary to compare radial and plane
geometry refrigerators are given here. The same resonator
will be used for both geometries in the comparison though
the stack configuration will be as shown in Fig. 2~a! @Fig.
2~b!# for the radial~plane! geometry. Resonator aspect ratio
a/h is determined by the condition that plane and radial
stacks operate in resonators with the same eigenfrequency~a

condition likely to be avoided in practice!. The conditions for
determining plane and radial propagation numbers are
k0h5p and k0a53.832. Thus the resonator aspect ratio is
a/h53.832/p. The working fluids are helium or a mixture of
60% helium and 40% argon so the assumed Prandtl numbers
areNpr52/3 orNpr50.392, respectively. Ideal gas relations
are used for other gas properties such as coefficient of ther-
mal expansion and ratio of specific heats. The dimensionless
thermal disturbance numberlT5(r0cpv/k)

1/2R is used to
characterize the dynamic thermal interaction between fluid
and solid, whereR is the stack plate spacing. The maximum
potential energy density1 ~which is half the stored overall
energy density! in each resonator is assumed to be equal in

FIG. 6. Stack thermoacoustic gain, and losses of kinetic and potential en-
ergy, as a function of stack position in~a! a plane-wave resonator and~b! a
radial wave resonator. Numbers on the graphs indicate positions of relative
extrema of thermoacoustic gain.
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both cases, and is used to normalize the acoustic pressure
using the relation (1/V)* P1(f)

2 dV51. Here V is the
resonator volume, and it is assumed that even when a short
stack is present the pressure relations, Eqs.~14a! and ~14b!,
are valid throughout the resonator. The normalization of ra-
dial ~plane! geometry isP1(0)52.483~&!.

A nondimensional temperature gradient was previously4

helpful in the analysis of prime mover performance, and will
also be used here. It is given by

t[
bDT0
2k0d

~19!

whered is the stack length, andDT05(T0zd) for radial and
plane geometries@see the discussion below Eq.~10!# is the
ambient temperature difference between stack ends and can
be positive or negative. The stack location is specified by the
phasef(r )5k0r [f(z)5k0z] for radial ~plane! geometry.
By combining the expression forAres with the expressions
above which define the resonator dimensions, one obtains
k0
2Ares52p2f(r ) (k0

2Ares53.8322p! for radial ~plane! geom-
etry. The dimensionless forms of plate spacinglT , stack
locationf, and stack temperature gradientt are an example
of similitude as applied in thermoacoustics.19

Refrigerators, cryocoolers, and air conditioners are usu-
ally designed for a given cooling temperature and cooling
capacity. The coefficient of performance,COP, is the ratio of
cooling power or capacity to the input power necessary to
operate the refrigerator, and is usually also specified as a
design criteria. The CarnotCOP will be denoted asCOPc
and is the highestCOP possible for a given temperature
span. A refrigerator designed solely for high cooling capacity
will likely have a low COP, so often a trade-off between
high cooling capacity and highCOPmust be accepted. Some
design choices for thermoacoustic refrigerators are the work-
ing fluid and its ambient pressure, resonator size, sound
source, heat exchangers capacity, stack geometry and mate-
rial of construction, stack length and its location in the stand-
ing wave, and resonator mode~plane or radial! to use. With
such a large list of design criteria and possible design con-
figurations to consider, the challenge of comparing radial and
plane-wave geometry thermoacoustic heat pumps appears at
first to be daunting. Granted, no single set of criteria covers
all aspects of refrigerator design. However, some design ex-
ploration using a reasonable set of system equations helps to
build our intuition.

As an aid for determining how to compare radial and
plane-wave acoustic refrigerators, consider the simple ex-
ample developed by Swift1 for his purpose of illuminating
basic acoustic refrigerator properties. The example assumes
an inviscid gas~Npr50! and the boundary layer approxima-

tion for the thermal interaction of gas and stack. Heat flow in
this example~using our notation! is

Q̇̄2~f!52~Ares/A2lT!bT0P1~f!ns~f!~12G!,

whereG5T0f/T0f,c is the ratio of the actual stack tempera-
ture gradient to the critical temperature gradient given in
Eqs. ~1a! and ~1b! for plane and radial geometries. Coeffi-
cient of performance isCOP5G COPc. For refrigerators,
0,G,1. Immediately appreciate that to increaseCOP/
COPc, G'1 is desirable. However, the cooling capacity of

the refrigeratorQ̄̇2(f)→0 asG→1. An acoustic refrigerator
with a largeCOP is likely to have a low cooling capacity.

Our purpose here is to compare radial and plane-wave
acoustic refrigerators, and not, for example, to decide on the
best working fluid. To this end a useful quantity, the coeffi-
cient of compromise,Cm , is defined as

Cm[S COPCOPcD
m

uQ̇̄2~f!u ~m>0!, ~20!

where different values ofm can be used to choose a desired
compromise betweenCOP and cooling capacity. For ex-
ample,C1 refers to refrigerator design where coefficient of
performance and cooling capacity are similarly emphasized,
andC5 has coefficient of performance emphasized consider-
ably more than cooling capacity. The next task is to show
how to calculateCm for radial and plane-wave refrigerators
to within a common factor.

The coefficient of performance isCOP5 Q̄̇2(f)/

Ẇ̄2(f). Note thatCOPc5TC/DT0 whereTC is the stack
cold end temperature andDT05(TH2TC) is the temperature
difference of the stack ends. Using the definition oft in Eq.
~19!, the thermodynamic identityb2T0c

25(g21)/cp , and
Eqs.~17! and ~18! for heat and work flows, gives

COP

COPc
5

22tS J0~f!J1~f!

V

Im@F* ~lT!F* ~l!#

~11Npr!uF~l!u2
1
2J1

2~f!

V2

1

g21
t
Im$F* ~lT!1NprF~l!%

~12Npr
2 !uF~l!u2 D

~g21!J0
2~f!Im F* ~lT!1

J1
2~f!

V2

Im F* ~l!

uF~l!u2
12t

J0~f!J1~f!

V

Im$F* ~lT!/F* ~l!%

12Npr

~21!

TABLE I. Optimized refrigerator parameters for helium as working fluid.

Quantity
Radial Inner

V570% ~V550%!
Plane

V570%~V550%!
Radial outer

V570% ~V550%!

lT 4.062~4.150! 3.858~3.900! 3.828~3.871!
r

a
or

z

h
0.220~0.196! 0.096~0.075! 0.928~0.943!

t 20.168~20.134! 20.266~20.243! 0.281~0.256!
t

tmax
0.382~0.371! 0.408~0.403! 0.411~0.406!

Q̄̇2(f)
18.50„15.49… 14.60~11.71! 10.68~8.69!

COP

COPc
0.162~0.126! 0.244~0.228! 0.254„0.237…

C1 2.988~1.955! 3.560„2.665… 2.715~2.062!
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for radial wave refrigerators. The plane-wave refrigerator
COP/COPc is also given by Eq.~21! with the replacements
J0~f!→cos~f! and J1~f!→sin~f!. The stack lengthd can be
calculated usingk0d5(bT0)/(2utuCOPc).

Heat flow Q̄̇2(f) is given in a different form from Eq.
~17! to show how it is calculated in Eq.~20! to obtainCm .
The rewritten expression for cooling capacity for radial wave
geometry is

Q̇̄2~f!5
Vk0

2AresP1~0!2bT0
@2r0ck0

2#

3S J0~f!J1~f!

V

Im@F* ~lT!F* ~l!#

~11Npr!uF~l!u2

1
2J1

2~f!

V2

t

g21

Im$F* ~lT!1NprF~l!%

~12Npr
2 !uF~l!u2 D .

~22!

The plane-wave result is also given by Eq.~22! with the
replacements J0~f!→cos~f! and J1~f!→sin~f!. Since use is
made of the same working fluid andk0 in the comparison of
radial and plane geometries the quantity [2r0ck0

2] is com-
mon to both plane and radial refrigerators, so for simplicity,
cooling capacities discussed below were computed using
[2r0ck0

2]51. It has already been shown how to calculate all
of the other parameters in Eq.~22!.

Heat flow in Eq.~22! vanishes for a sufficiently large
dimensionless temperature gradient defined astmax. Evaluat-

ing the nontrivial solution forQ̄̇2(f)→0 yields

tmax52
12Npr

2

P1~f!

r0cns~f!
~g21!

3
Im@F* ~lT!F* ~l!#

Im$F* ~lT!1NprF~l!%
. ~23!

The quantitytmax is useful for comparison with values oft
and is analogous to the mean critical temperature gradient in
Eq. ~1!. However, even fort.tmax, the thermoacoustic en-
gine is not necessarily acting as a prime mover.1 There exists
a range oft values such thattmax,t,tpm where the engine
is not a refrigerator or prime mover, wheretpm is the mini-
mal temperature gradient necessary for the prime mover to
operate.1

Comparison of radial and plane-wave refrigerators now
turns to the mathematical and computational side. We define
the best radial or plane-wave refrigerator as the one which
has the highestCm . Following specification of the working
fluid’s g, b, andNpr , and the stack porosityV, values oflT ,
f, and t can be floated around using numerical techniques
until they land on a specific unique set of critical values that
produce a maximum ofCm . Cooling capacity andCOP/
COPccan be obtained using these critical values oflT , f,
and t. Keep in mind that stack plate spacing can be deter-
mined fromlT , stack location in the standing wave fromf,
and both stack lengthd and refrigerator temperature differ-
ence from the combination oft and the desiredCOPc.

Table I shows the results ofC1 optimization, where
cooling capacity andCOP/COPcare taken to be equally im-

portant, for helium as the working fluid. Computations were
performed for stack porosities ofV50.7 andV50.5. AsV
decreases, particle velocity in the stack must increase to en-
sure that volume velocity is continuous at the stack–
resonator section interface. As noted in Table I, radial inner
has a higher value oflT than the others because larger values
of lT correspond to less overall KE loss20 and thus the stack
position r /a5f/(k0a) can be closer to the peak of thermo-
acoustic gain in Fig. 6~b!. Since heat flow is proportional to
r for the radial stacks, the radial inner stack, which is at
smallerr , must be pushed as far as possible away from the
origin to achieve reasonable heat flow, though at a cost of
increased viscous loss. The criticallT for the radial inner
case is larger than the others to reduce these viscous losses.
Decreasing stack porosity increases the optimallT , again to
circumvent KE loss.20 Stack position is reported in Table I as
r /a for radial wave andz/h for plane-wave geometries. Note
that the optimal stack positions are well away from the loca-
tions of maximum thermoacoustic gain in Fig. 6~a! and ~b!
due to the need for reducing KE dissipation. The ratios of
optimal t to the value oftmax for which refrigeration ceases
are also shown in Table I. The ordering from smallest to
largest~t/tmax! occurs for radial inner, then plane, to radial
outer. Note thattmax in Eq. ~23! is proportional to the
standing-wave temperature gradient in Eq.~1! when the in-
viscid limit Npr→0, F(l)→1 is applied to Eq.~23!. The
ordering for largest to smallest magnitude of the standing-
wave temperature gradient in Eq.~1! and Fig. 1 is radial
inner, then plane, to radial outer, which is the ordering from
smallest to largest~t/tmax!. The stack with highest cooling
capacity is radial inner. Note that decreasing stack porosity
decreases cooling capacity andCOP/COPcin all cases. Also
note that the radial outer has the highestCOP/COPc. Finally,
the plane stacks have the largestC1 .

Having seen that small stack porosity compounds vis-
cous losses, it is increased toV50.9 to reduce these losses.
Viscous losses can be reduced further by going to a molar
mixture of 60%He/40%Ar for which the Prandtl number is
taken to beNpr50.392. Also investigated are compromise
refrigerators where cooling capacity is emphasized more
than COP/COPc@m50.5 in Eq. ~20!#, where they are on
equal footing (m51), and at a number of cases whereCOP/
COPc is emphasized more than cooling capacity~m51.5–4
at steps of 0.5!. The findings are that plane-wave refrigera-
tors have higherCm when 1<m<5, indicating that they
perhaps are the best overall choice whenCOP/COPcmust be
emphasized more than cooling capacity, and that the radial
wave inner stack has higherCm whenm50.5, indicating that
they perhaps are the best choice when cooling capacity is
emphasized more thanCOP/COPc. Figure 7 clearly shows
that increasing COP/COPc decreases cooling capacity for all
of these acoustic refrigerators. Note that the radial outer case
has the highestCOP/COPc, though the plane case is very
similar. The cooling capacity of the radial inner case is high-
est for smallm, but the plane case is larger for largem.
Figure 8 shows thatlT increases asm increases, which im-
plies that wider stack plate spacing reduces viscous losses
and thus increasesCOP/COPc, but reduces cooling capacity
since the optimal value for cooling capacity islT53.2.3
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Keeping in mind the ideal stack positions for obtaining high
thermoacoustic gain and low KE losses due to gas viscosity
as shown in Fig. 6~a! and ~b!, Fig. 9 shows that asCOP/
COPc is emphasized increasingly more than cooling capac-
ity, the stack location migrates away from thermoacoustic
gain and toward low KE loss.

For fixedCOPc, Fig. 10 shows that the stack tempera-
ture gradient increases asCOP/COPcis increasingly empha-
sized, or, equivalently, stack plate heightk0d5(bT0)/
~2utuCOPc! decreases. The influence of the thermoacoustic
term @the third term of Eq.~20!, which is opposite in sign to
the first two terms# for work flow increases for largerutu
which has the effect of increasingCOP/COPc. Figure 11
bolsters this observation sincet/tmax→1 whenCOP/COPcis
emphasized much more than cooling capacity. Note that the

radial inner case has the lowestt/tmax which is consistent
with this case producing high cooling capacities and low
COP/COPc. Radial outer and plane cases have very similar
t/tmax ratios.

III. CONCLUSION

A general linear framework was developed for analyzing
radial wave thermoacoustic engines. Pressure and specific
acoustic impedance translation equations were developed for
the various thermoacoustic elements, and the stack enthalpy
flow can be expressed in terms of these variables. Theory for
the use of thermoacoustic engines to enhance the signal-to-
noise ratio of photoacoustic spectrometers was developed. In
this example it was noted that the dependence of resonance
frequency on stack plate spacing can be very different, de-
pending on whether a temperature gradient is applied across
the stack. The thermoacoustic enhanced photoacoustic spec-

FIG. 7. Cooling capacities and coefficient of performance ratios as a func-
tion of the emphasis,m, on coefficient of performance. Calculation points
are shown by the symbols and the lines connect these points for viewing
ease. Solid symbols are cooling capacity, squares refer to radial inner stacks,
triangles to radial outer, and circles to plane stacks.COP/COPcnearly over-
lap for plane and radial outer.

FIG. 8. Thermal disturbance numberslT as a function of the emphasis,m,
on coefficient of performance. Symbols are the same as in Fig. 7.

FIG. 9. Stack locations as a function of the emphasis,m, on coefficient of
performance. Symbols are the same as in Fig. 7.

FIG. 10. Nondimensional temperature gradientst as a function of the em-
phasis,m, on coefficient of performance. Symbols are the same as in Fig. 7.
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trometer was likened to an analog amplifier with amplifica-
tion Q, bandwidthf 0/Q, and discrimination against acoustic
noise~signal-to-noise ratio! Q1/2, where f 0 is the resonance
frequency andQ is the quality factor.

The short stack approximation was given for radial and
plane-wave geometries, and was used to compare the perfor-
mance of refrigerators constructed using these stacks. Refrig-
erator performance was evaluated using the weighted prod-
uct of cooling capacity and coefficient of performance as a
measure of capability. Independent parameters for refrigera-
tors were stack plate spacing, stack location in the standing
wave, and stack length. Results of the comparison are that
engines in the plane-wave geometry are better overall refrig-
erators when maximizing both cooling capacity and coeffi-
cient of performance, though radial stacks placed near the
resonator center can have higher cooling capacities and ra-
dial stacks near the resonator wall have slightly higher coef-
ficients of performance. It was noted that to improve ther-
moacoustic engine performance, the viscous losses
associated with the square of particle velocity need to be
lowered without sacrificing too much desirable thermoacous-
tic gain associated with the product of particle velocity and
acoustic pressure. Finally, the radial analysis and intuition
developed here is qualitatively applicable to nominally
plane-wave resonators where the resonator radius increases
along the axis.
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lT,l. Hence the choice of optimallT is balanced by a trade-off between
the optimal valuelT53.2 for thermoacoustic gain and the desire for low
KE dissipation by gas viscosity which occurs forl@3.2.

FIG. 11. Ratios of the nondimensional temperature gradientt to the maxi-
mum possible value for refrigeration,tmax, as a function of the emphasis,m,
on coefficient of performance. Symbols are the same as in Fig. 7. The radial
outer and plane results nearly overlap.
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